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Christ Above Culture

How does our heavenly citizenship relate to our earthly life?
Want you to get the overall broad application with this material.
C of C—modern, consumer-driven Church growth.
Didn't challenge the materialistic assumptions, they leveraged it self-consciously in order to tap into 
consumerism for growth. Now, it's therapy and self-esteem—all of which are cultural idols.

First two models have been “simple”, in that they are really all-or-nothing approaches.
Very few thinking orthodox Christians follow these first two examples.
The next three are what we call 'mediating' approaches to the issue, since they are all trying to find a way of 
relating to ('media') culture. (1)

The last three are concerned with recognizing the distinctions, but also recognizing the relationship. 

“How is it that godless non-Christians produce such genuine articles—poems, laws, beautiful art?”
How do we account for all of this apart from any real relationship with Jesus? Is Xianity superfluous?

The “Christ Above Culture” view is a popular response. 
Recognizes the validity of human culture and its relative independence from Christianity. (2)
Two realms in which the believer dwells—the Kingdom of God and the Kingdom of Man.
Key: The difference is NOT that one is good, and the other is bad.
It's that human culture is good, but the K of God is better. (3)
In this view, ordinary cultural life is not to be despised—it is good.
Christianity is a higher and more spiritual plane. This is supplemental. Like a vitamin.

Thomas Aquinas. 
Natural Realm/Supernatural Realm (4)
Natural truths—everyone knows it. There is a god, universe has a beginning and an end your soul is 
immortal—this is all naturally attained.
Supernatural needs revelation. The Trinity, the deity of Christ, the atonement.
See? It doesn't replace, it adds to it.

This is a dualism, and it gives us a window into how RC's understand the world.
The universe is a giant ladder, (5) with different levels, and God is at the top, rocks at the bottom. (6)
The more spiritual you are, the higher up the ladder you are.

We are lower them God and angels, since we are matter.
Reality is regulated like a dimmer switch. Full-blast—that's God, but as you get farther away from God, the 
dimmer switch gets turned down lower and lower.

Recognize this? It's just like Greek philosophy.
Spirit=good; matter=bad.
Rome doesn't quite go this far. After all, they recite the Apostle's Creed as well as we do—“God the Father 
almighty, Maker of heaven and earth.”

Spirit=good; matter=not so good. (7)

Bodies matter, but it would be a LOT easier to not lust without one!

RC's embrace human culture. It's perfectly fine. But—if you really want to be closer to God, you will take 
vows and join a monastery or convent. 



Marriage and sex and babies are fine (Rome encourages babies!), but singleness and celibacy are better.
Good to Great. Regular vocation—good. Priesthood—great.
In this view the things of Christ are just an elevation of the world to a higher rung on the ladder.
In this view the supernatural supplements the natural. It's a hierarchical relationship.

Not surprising why so many RC's are thoroughly nominal Christians.
Can be good, but not great.

Rome can be home to both totally devoted nuns and priests, and at the same time home to Jesuits who deny 
Christ. How? Supernatural/natural—both have their respective place.
Produces the same effects as our first two!
Monastic/higher-level produces a world-denying lifestyle, while the scholarly university produces very 
worldly lifestyles.

Impressive! One system both celebrates celibacy and makes marriage a sacrament! Wow...(8)
The ascetic monk in his monastery and the worldly naturalistic scholar in academia—these two people feel 
perfectly at home in Rome, because of this dualism.
This dualism is the root of both legalism and antinomianism.
The rigor occurs within the order of liturgy.

“Where the supernatural character of the Church and the efficacy of the sacrament and the priestly office are 
concerned, this system brooks neither compromise nor concession; but aside from this, it leaves room for a
great variety of steps and grades, of ranks and orders in holiness and salvation. The Church contains 
members that belong to it in body only, and members belonging to it with a part of their powers or with all 
their powers; it makes concessions to the weak and worships the saints; a lax morality and a severe 
asceticism, an active and a contemplative mode of life, rationalism and supernaturalism, unbelief and 
superstition equally find a place within its walls.”
Herman Bavinck, 1909

What's it take to get excommunicated from Rome? Ordain a priest in China—violate the book of Church 
order, and you get it.

Rome knows that Xianity does something. All of the 'supernatural' stuff exists exclusively in the institution 
of the Church. The Kingdom IS the Church.

That's why there are Catholic schools and hospitals charities, all under the umbrella of the diocese, and 
usually run by priests or nuns. 

These natural cultural institutions go from good to great by their inclusion into the Church.

In order for there to be a relation between the natural and the supernatural, the realm of human culture and 
the kingdom, Rome has to “baptize” the common and the natural. 

Why does the RC ballplayer cross himself?
Superstition, yes, but there's a view here that playing baseball is good, but playing baseball that has been 
sanctified by crossing oneself is better.
Before we pat ourselves too hard and the back, we evangelicals do it, too.
We take breath mints and 'baptize' them into “Testa-mints”.
We go from good, everyday vocation to great full-time Christian work.
We have a dimmer-switch view as well. We have the para-church community, and the seeker-friendly church 
where the sinner can fell just fine, too. Fish symbol.



Four BIG problems with this view.

1. The dimmer switch/ladder view has GOT to go. The non-physical is not closer to God than the material. 
God made both, He loves both, and He is redeeming both.

2. It has a soft view of sin. Underestimates the fact that culture after thew fall isn't neutral.

3. Implies that God's creation needs supplemented before it can be called “good”

4. Entrenches a gap between the sacred and the secular, which produces all kinds of ugly fruit.

This view cannot exist without a pre-commitment to gnostic, Greek, dualistic philosophy.

Reformation slogan—Coram Deo, before the face of God.

All of our activities—not just contemplation and prayer, but our entire lives are lived in the presence of God. 
(9)

God the Father is the maker of Heaven and Earth. There is no ladder—there is only a great Chasm that is 
created by sin, and which is covered by the Cross.


